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itinerary
The 5th Station of Mt. Fuji, Excursion Ship
& Mt. Fuji Panoramic Ropeway Day Tour

Tour
name

※Tour Inclusions: Round-trip bus fare, Lunch, Excursion ship, Ropeway and soft served ice cream.
N ※Please buy any other drink or food on your own.
O ※Make sure to come by the departure time.
T ※Thank you for not smoking in the bus.
I ※The schedule might change due to the weather / congestion.

C
E

Emergency contact on tour day

０３ - ５３６６ - ６０６４ (Chinese, English and Korean）
7：40 a.m. ～ 5：00 p.m.
itinerary

Ikebukuro Sunshine Bus Terminal → Shinjuku Tokyo Gov. Office Parking → Mt. Fuji
8:00a.m. Set 8：10a.m. Dep
8:45a.m. Set 8：55a.m. Dep
11：20a.m. ～ 12：00 p.m.
Fuji-Q Highland (lunch)→ Kawaguchiko→Shinjuku Tokyo Gov. Office Parking→Ikebukuro Sunshine Bus Terminal
（Excursion Ship at Kawaguchiko, Ropeway)

12:50p.m. ～ 1：40p.m.

2：00p.m. ～ 5:00p.m

7:10p.m.ETA

※The tour may be replaced to the 4th station of Mt. Fuji and Oshino Hakkai in case of inclement weather.
※No tour guide at Kawaguchiko. ※The return bus will be the different bus you get on in the morning.
※We might use trains or buses for Fuji-Q highland-Kawaguchiko in case of seasonal traffic jam.

sightseeing point
Mt. Fuji

Mt. Fuji is an active stratovolvano, straddles the boundary
of Shizuoka and Yamanashi Pref. It is a well-known symbol
of Japan and frequently depicted in art and photographs.
Also, it affects a climate or the stratum geologically.
The mountain is representative part of the Fuji-Hakone-Izu
National Park, all of which is designated as a special natural
beauty spot. It was added to the World Heritage List as a
Cultural Site in 2013

The 5th Station

The 5th station is used as the entrance for climbing as
vehicles are available from Mt. Fuji toll road. There are a
lot of tourists, enjoying for a short break, souvenior shop
and shrine.

Fuji-Q Highland

One of Japan's most popular amusement parks at the foot
of Mt. Fuji. It is best known for its thrilling, record-breaking
roller coasters and elaborate, anime-themed rides and
attractions. The main 4 roller coasters, FUJIYAMA,
DODONPA, Eejanaika, Takabisha, have high quality of
scariness, which attracts many people in all over Japan.
"Super Scary Labyrinth of Fear" is also famous as the
biggest haunted attraction in the world.
Oshino Hakkai (We might come here in case of inclement weather)
"Oshino Hakkai" is a spring water fountain in Yamanashi
Pref. Meltwater from Mt. Fuji is filtered over the course of
several decades between the lava layer in the underground,
and is devided to 8 fountains.
It is appointed to a natural monument of the country
designation. Also, it was registered as a part of the World
Heritage Mount Fuji of construction assets in 2013.

7：35p.m.ETA

